Harmonise
See what singing can do for you
Join us to sing two songs (in 3-part harmony) at the evening drinks reception on the evening of Monday 10 June.
Everyone’s welcome, so you don’t have to be a diva… We’re rehearsing Monday lunchtime and we have
some brilliant singing coaches, if you fancy some help (or just a bit of a sing during the day).
You don’t have to read music and you probably know both songs already – you can download MP3 teacher
tracks (and play them on your phone) so you don’t have to be able to read music.
We’re singing  “I’ll get by with a little help from my friends” by the Beatles
 “You’ll never walk alone” by Gerry and the Pacemakers
We plan on having some fun - both singing and getting ready to sing. I hope the chorus will
be made up of anyone who comes to UKIO – radio(sing)ographers, radio(sing)ologists,
allied health professionals and the commercial sector.
You have a couple of options :1. Sing the melody (ie. the tune you you’ve got in your head). It would be great if you could listen to the
songs beforehand (download the melody track or look them up on Youtube or Spotify). There will be
song-sheets and the words will be projected on a screen.
2. Sing a harmony part – you don’t need to be a regular singer (bath or shower singers are very
welcome). It takes a bit more work to learn, as you need to learn a tune that’s slightly different to
the one you know – there are upper and lower parts, so pick the one that suits your voice
3. Come along to listen, but join in and sing anyway...
The biggest risk is missing out on the chance to try it – don’t worry about the notes…
Links to the MP3s and score downloads will be available shortly but for further information please
contact Iwan Roberts, iwan.roberts@sch.nhs.uk or call 07856 205106.
Thank you to UKIO and Agfa HealthCare for supporting.

